Whitman employs the rhetoric of manifest destiny and expansionism as a unifying strategy to counter the perceived threat of disunion and division to the American democratic ideal: the development of western America is presented as a common goal able to heal the nation's wounds after the Civil War. The frontier era did not draw to a close until the end of the nineteenth century so the figure of the pioneer could be read both literally and symbolically. In 'Pioneers' the myth of the west, so embedded in the development of the United States, functions as a continuum linking the past to the future; expansionism encompasses both tradition and potential. In national terms, the speaker's vision is resolutely inclusive: 'All the hands of comrades clasping, all the Southern, all the Northern'. The image of unity is reinforced by Whitman's insistent use of the plural pronoun 'we'. Throughout Leaves of Grass Whitman makes use of the catalogue to stress the variety of individuals and occupations that make up both the social whole and the poet's own capacious self, but in 'Pioneers' there is no such division of labour. The 'conquering', 'holding', 'daring', 'venturing', 'felling', 'stemming', 'vexing', piercing', 'surveying' and 'upheaving' are all carried out by an integrated and undifferentiated 'we'. This inclusivity only extends so far as the national borders:
Have the elder races halted? Do they droop and end their lesson, wearied over there beyond the seas? We take up the task eternal, and the burden and the lesson Pioneers! O Pioneers! The speaker's progressive ideal unifies his compatriots by setting them apart from other 'lands' and 'races', at the vanguard of a progressive westward movement. Despite such overt Americanism, the poem was included in the two British editions of Whitman's poetry published during his lifetime: William Michael Rossetti's Poems by Walt Whitman these were the grounds on which he appealed to Whitman for permission to publish his work in the Canterbury poets:
What I -and many young men like me, ardent believers in your poetic initiative -chiefly feel about this, is, however, that an edition at a price which will put it in the hands of the poorest member of the great social democracy is a thing of imperative requirement. You know what a fervid stir and impulse forward of Humanity there is today in certain quarters! And I am sure you will be tremendously glad to help us here, in the very camp of the enemy, the stronghold of caste and aristocracy and all selfishness between rich and poor! 4 Rhys used 'Pioneers' within this democratic social framework; not only did he include the poem in his selection but he also gave the 'elder races' stanza as an epigraph, made allusions to its rhetoric and themes in the final paragraphs of his preface, and concluded with a 'call to arms' that echoed that of Whitman's speaker. By not directly acknowledging the nationalist elements of the poem, 'Pioneers' could be adopted in such a way that its Americanness was largely side-stepped and it could be used instead to further the socialist cause within Britain.
The letter quoted above shows that Rhys shared the speaker's critical attitude towards the 'elder race' to some extent: the structure of Britain's socio-political systems was perceived as being outdated and unjust. Edward Whitley proposes that 'Rhys seems to position America as the geographic site of democracy and Whitman's poetry as the means for accessing it for British ends. He seems to be trying to recuperate from Whitman and America the democracy he saw lacking in Victorian England'. 5 Certainly, this is one way in which the progressive march of 'Pioneers' is invoked. Whitman is offered as a source of democratic inspiration:
And with his tones of heroic incitement and earnest remonstrance ringing in our midst, we who are young may do much in the stress and tumult of the advance to a new and endangered era for the high order of love and truth and liberty. 'Pioneers', then, acts as a metaphorical rallying cry for the establishment and expansion of democracy, which is recalled in the final lines of Rhys's preface. However, in its position as epigraph, the 'elder races' stanza is removed from its national context; the opposition it implies between America and Britain is not so apparent. Additionally, the repetition of the word 'young', variants of which are used five times in the final paragraph, suggests that Rhys does more than reiterate the conceit that America was the nation of youthful democratic promise whilst Britain was that of aged decrepitude. In 'Pioneers' Whitman engaged with popular discourse that stressed the youth of the American nation: the terms 'children' and 'youths' that the speaker uses to address his countrymen and women also carry connotations of health, vigour and potentiality. In his appraisal of Whitman, Rhys expresses ideas similar to those of the 'elder races' stanza, but divides the old and young down generational rather than national lines. The 'elder races'
were interpreted as the previous generations which had either directly or indirectly supported aristocratic and capitalist socio-political systems:
It is the younger hearts who will thrill to this new incitement, -the younger natures, who are putting forth strenuously into the war of human liberation. Older men and women have established their mental and spiritual environment; they work according to their wont. 9 This interpretation ensured that Britain was not excluded from a place in the movement towards the democratic ideal. Party, believing that the spiritual dimensions of Whitman's poetics were of utmost importance to the developing socialist movement.
In a speech given at the ILP conference in Bolton in 1894 that again concluded with the reading of 'Pioneers', Wallace urged towards 'moral advancement' in the sense that he had 'learned' from his 'master' Walt Whitman:
Helping, serving, and educating all with whom he comes in contact -devout beyond all past devotion accepting no ecclesiasticism or priesthood being himself his own priest -seeing God in every object, in every moment and in every human being -letting the divine soul shine with increasing clearness and fullness through himself and all his works -knowing himself one with all others. In a Labour Leader article on the centenary of Whitman's birth Wallace claimed that 'of the era of true Democracy-Whitman is so far the greatest pioneer and exemplar'. 15 For many of Whitman's admirers associated with the developing British socialist movements, Whitman himself epitomised the concept of the pioneer; he was seen as a kind of idealised spiritual backwoodsman, able to overcome social injustice by exploring and communicating the true nature of comradeship. This 'message' had ramifications that extended beyond Whitman's American borders. 
